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The rationale to start the portal

**Business and Financial**
- Thousands of companies trading cross-border and establishing subsidiaries in the other country
- Need for accurate assessment of business partners across the border
- Bringing precise "regional" outlook to "global investors"

**Legal and Institutional**
- Similar registry agencies
- Initiative for cross-border recognition of legal acts
- Possibility for interoperability in creating company subsidiaries across borders
- Existing mechanisms to prevent spill-over of "doubtful and fraudulent" business practices across borders

**Economic**
- Historical regional economic ties
- Value of economic exchange between the region in billions of USD
All registry data are in the cloud, depersonalized for fast macroeconomic searches.
Specific individual reports reside within registries until paid through the platform.
Every registry gets its share.
Initial services

01. Company and person searches
Finding company or persons by name, ID or similar parameters or their connected entities

02. Basic and full company profiles
Historical and current legal, operational and financial data about a company

03. KPI’s and comparisons
Cross-company and cross-country comparison of operational and financial KPI’s of a company

04. Finding a business partner
Finding a business partner in any country according to any legal, operational and financial parameter registered in official registries

05. Macroeconomic searches and reports
Cross-industry comparisons, averages and statistics

06. Notification of changes
Notification of any change registered over a person or company in the registries
KEY REGIONAL ANALYTICS FOR OTHER INITIATIVES

Regional economic integration and development
- Trade
- Investment
- Mobility
- Digital economy

Private sector and SME development
- Single market
- Capital markets
- Chamber Investment Platform

Governance, Rule of Law and Prevention and Fight against Corruption
- Cross-border institutional connectivity
Project background and roadmap

**LIVE SEARCHES**
Free searches of companies and persons go LIVE for Serbian and Macedonia

**ALL SERVICES LIVE**
All services live for commercial use

**GOVERNANCE ESTABLISHED**
Serbia and Macedonia establish platform governance mechanism

**NEW COUNTRIES JOINING IN**
Slovenia, Albania, Bosnia, Croatia

- March 2018
- June 2018
- Q3 2018
- 2019
Albania
National Business Center (NBC);

Slovenia
Agency of the Republic of Slovenia for Public Legal Records and Related Services (AJPES)

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Jurisdiction of Republic of Srpska
Agency for Intermediary, IT and Financial Services (APIF)
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Financial-Informatics Agency (FIA);

Croatia
Financial Agency (FINA)

Macedonia
Central Register of the Republic of Macedonia (CRRM)

Romania
National Trade Register Office (NTRO)

Serbia
Serbian Business Registers Agency (SBRA)